For the test administered in April 2009, this list originally included the proper nouns associated with the field-test passage. These proper nouns have been removed.
Michael Bevons
Texas
Southern California
West Texas
Mohawk
Robert
Austin, Texas

“Keep Austin Weird”

“What’s the Weirdest Thing About Austin?”

Allison Peters

May

O. Henry Pun-Off World Championships

American

O. Henry Museum

Punniest of Show

High-Lies and Low-Puns Contest

Cameron Elizondo

*Statesman* Capitol 10K

April

* Proper nouns for this passage continue on the next page.
Sunday

University of Texas

*Austin American-Statesman*

Paul Thuyen

SPAMARAMA

SPAM

David Arnsberger

Dick Terry

Moo Goo Gai SPAM

GuacaSPAMole

Tug-of-War

April Fool’s Day
John Mitchum
Bill Clinton
Pete Townshend
the Who
Dr. Sam Levine
Today’s Teen
Andrew Sather
David Todman

Metallica
Marissa

“Second-Generation Track Star”

Coach Evans